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                    Abstract
There is a recent interest within both philosophy of science as well as within epistemology to provide a defensible account of understanding. In the present article I build on insights from previous work in attempt to provide an account of two related forms of understanding in terms of the ability to form rational intentions when using specific types of mental representations. I propose first that “understanding that X” requires that one form a representation of X and, further, that one must be capable of forming rational intentions using this representation across a range of conceivable conditions. I then propose that “understanding why X” requires that one possess a representation of a successful explanation for why X, and that one must be similarly capable of forming rational intentions using this representation across a range of conceivable conditions. I conclude the manuscript by reviewing objections and considering the way this account relates to other literature on explanation and understanding.
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                    Notes
	
Dieks (2009) also offers a contextualist (and pluralist) response with regard to this debate about relativity. He argues that there is no uniquely best way to explain these relativistic effects, and that the difference between geometric and dynamic explanations lies in the ways we use them within the same overarching theoretical framework. That is, the differences on Dieks’ view are pragmatic in that they relate to our specific interests and decided emphases in the context of the questions we are asking.
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